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Starting this term, IDEA has rolled out new learning outcomes to evaluate courses. Every 
term, we choose which learning outcomes align with our classes and those outcomes 
(“Essential” and “Important”) are the ones that are calculated into our scores. IDEA now 
has learning outcomes that better match our ESLOs, including ones specifically for ethical 
reasoning, diverse perspectives, and inquiry and analysis. 

The new learning outcomes can be found here:  
http://www.ideaedu.org/Portals/0/Uploads/Documents/IDEA-
CL%20SRI%20Sample%20Instruments/Sample-SRI_learning-essentials-2016.pdf
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Just like in the past, Dede will send all faculty and adjunct professors an email to see if we 
want “short” or “long” forms. The short form is going to simply assess learning outcomes 
(see previous slide), along with student characteristics. The long form also assesses 
teaching strategies. 

You may review the short form here:  
http://www.ideaedu.org/Portals/0/Uploads/Documents/IDEA-
CL%20SRI%20Sample%20Instruments/Sample-SRI_learning-essentials-2016.pdf

And the long form here:  http://www.ideaedu.org/Portals/0/Uploads/Documents/IDEA-
CL%20SRI%20Sample%20Instruments/Sample-SRI_diagnostic-2016.pdf

As a tenure track professor BEFORE tenure, it is a good idea to by default request the long 
form. This will allow you to evaluate your teaching methodology and receive feedback from 
IDEA on what to improve. If you have made any significant changes to a class, such as 
adding in a new project or significantly changing your pedagogy, the long form is also a 
good idea. 
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The following slides review what the faculty experience with Campus Labs, our new online 
platform for evaluation, will be like.
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The easiest way to log in is through MyOIT (next page covers this), but you may also access 
campus labs through the link above. 
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Once your are in MyOIT, go to the faculty/staff page, and find the “Course Evaluations” link. 
This will automatically direct you to the campus labs platform. 
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Once you are logged into campus labs, the platform is fairly intuitive. 

Courses are organized by term. You can find courses from other terms in the drop down at 
the top left of the page.

You can see a summary of the evaluations for the current (in process) term on the home 
page. 

Even if your course has not yet released for current evaluation, you will have the 
ability to view course data, as well as roster information. When the course has been 
included in an evaluation administration, this view will update to include relevant 
information regarding your evaluations (Start Date, OSF, Report Release Date, 
Custom Questions).

If results are available, you will see a grey “view results” button. If there is no “view 
results” button for a course section on a completed administration, either: 1) the 
reports have not yet been released, or 2) your course section didn’t meet the 
threshold. All courses, regardless of how many students are enrolled, will be eligible 
to be evaluated, but instructors only receive reports for courses with 3 or more 
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students (to protect student confidentiality). 
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• What we used to call the FIF (Faculty Information Form) is now referred to as the 
Objective Selection Form.

• The OSF is used for two things:
• Diagnostic Feedback is the comprehensive assessment that provides feedback on 

both the teaching methods associated with learning objectives that the faculty has 
determined as most relevant for the course, as well as student progress on those 
objectives. 

• Learning Outcomes is focused on student progress on relevant objectives.

• You can fill out your OSF at any point until the evaluation closes (i.e., at 5 pm on
Friday of Week 10). 
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If you do not fill out your OSF all of the objectives will default to Important.  This will effect 
your report- and not in a good way. 

When you select an objective as “Essential” it is double weighted into your overall score for 
the class. When you select an objective as “Important” it is given a single weight. So if you 
choose “Gaining factual knowledge” as essential, and “Learning to apply course material” 
and “Acquiring skills working in a team” as important, your score will be based 50% on 
factual knowledge, and 25% each on application and teamwork.  Therefore, if all are by 
default important, you will be evaluated on things that you may not be doing in your class. 

After faculty fill out their Objectives Selection Forms, they are available to review. 
After the administration window closes, selections will be available in a read only 
view. This will allow faculty to look back at previous semesters to review what they 
have selected – every term, however, we will have to fill out the OSFs for all classes 
(just like with the paper/pencil IDEA) in case we want to make any changes to our 
learning objectives for the class.
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Some departments have prescribed learning objectives for some or all classes- please 
check with your department chair. If you were required to choose certain objectives for 
classes in the past based on department requirements, you will have to do this again.

Other departments/classes allow for faculty to choose their own learning objectives. IDEA 
recommends we only choose 3-5 TOTAL learning objectives as essential or important. If 
something is a significant part of your class and has a large impact on a grade, it should be 
included. But it isn’t helpful to choose 10 things – instructors are unable to use the 
feedback in a productive way. Remember, anything you choose as essential is going to be 
weighted twice. Things chosen as minor will have no impact on your score. It is helpful to 
review past reports to determine 1- what did you report as essential learning objectives? 
And 2- what did STUDENTS say they accomplished in classes? If there is a mismatch, why? 
Is it because you might be missing a learning objective that students are accomplishing, or 
is it because you weren’t impacting a learning objective that you intended to?

In the future, we will be hopefully able to align our course evaluations with our assessment 
of our ESLOs – so all courses “Tagged” at the foundation, practice, and capstone levels will 
also be marked as an essential or important learning outcome on IDEA. IDEA/Campus labs 
has the ability to pull reports then JUST on courses tagged for our ESLOs – a very nice 
assessment tool for indirect assessment. 
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A great thing about Campus Labs is that faculty can add custom questions! All questions 
must be added BEFORE the evaluations are released to students (So before Monday of 
Week 9). 

Your custom must be added before the evaluation opens
Your results of these questions will not be available in your Dean or Chairs view of the 
reports.

If your course has questions enabled, you will see the "View/Edit Evaluation" 
option. 

If custom questions are not enabled, or if the administration has already opened, 
you will be able to view evaluation questions by clicking "View Evaluation".

On the right side of the page, you will be able to view, add, and edit your custom 
questions. 
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Adding custom questions is similar to making a Qualtrics survey. You may add open ended
or multiple choice questions for students to answer. The red box highlights where to click in 
Campus Labs to find the “add custom questions” option. 
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After you add all custom questions, you can preview them in Campus Labs. 
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Once the evaluations open for students, faculty can monitor response rates in real time. 
The evaluations remain open for 2 weeks, and therefore before the end of the two week 
period is up, faculty can know if they need to give their students extra time in class or extra 
incentives to complete the evaluations. This will not show you who completed, just the 
percent of students in the class that completed. 
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IDEA has some best practices for increasing response rates. The most helpful tips include 
– 1- provide in-class time, just as you would have done for the paper/pencil evaluations. 
Faculty would still need to leave the room for this to happen. 2- Talk to your students 
about how you use the feedback to improve future classes. 3- Tell your students which 
learning objectives the class focuses on in your syllabus or on each assignment. 4-
Consistently remind students about the goals of the course. 5 – Provide positive 
incentives such as a bonus point or two for survey completion, and 6- choose an in-class 
response day that is on a mandatory attendance day (short quiz, presentation, etc.). 

1. Create Value for Student Feedback. This is the single most important factor to elicit 
good response rates. If instructors encourage student feedback, students will be more 
inclined to participate. Faculty can help students learn to value the feedback process by 
using techniques such as the following:

2. Use your syllabus. At the beginning of the course, put the IDEA Learning Objectives
that you have selected for this course in the course syllabus alongside the specific 
course learning outcomes. This can demonstrate for students how the course outcomes 
relate to the general IDEA learning objectives and how your instructional decisions are 
informed by student feedback.

3. Mid-point reminders. At the midterm point of the course, remind students what the 
goals of the course are and how they can enhance their learning experience.
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4. At the end of the course. When the survey has been opened for students to respond, 
encourage them to complete the form by telling them that throughout the course you 
have been giving them feedback with their best interest in mind.

5. Assure students that their responses are confidential. When their responses are 
accessed by you or administrators, no identifying information is associated with the 
responses. Students are more likely to complete a survey if they are assured of the 
confidentiality of their responses. 

6. Administer Surveys During Class. Emulate the “captive audience” nature of in-class 
paper ratings by asking students to login and complete the survey during class. Students 
can use their mobile phones, laptops, or desktop computers in a lab.

What you should NOT do is withhold grades, make evaluations a mandatory part of class for 
a grade, or use any other form of punishment to get students to complete the survey. 
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Students will experience Campus labs in a way that is more intuitive and friendly compared 
to paper/pencil scantrons. 
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While IDEA encourages faculty to provide in class time, please note that students will have 
access to the evaluations from their laptops/cell phones/mobile devices anywhere they 
please. 
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Students will receive an email to link to their campus labs account. Their account will list all 
of the classes that they could possibly evaluate for the term. Instructors should thus 
talk to students BEFORE Monday of Week 9 about the evaluations and whether they 
plan on offering any time in class to complete them. 

Any students that have not completed evaluations during week 9 will receive a reminder 
email on Monday of Week 10. A final reminder email will be sent out on Thursday of 
Week 10. Note that reminder emails only get sent to students with open evaluations. 
This timeline was reviewed and approved by the PLT to best reflect our previous 
timeline for course evaluations. 

Faculty may choose to provide the in-class time any time during weeks 9 and 10, but 
students may be able to access evaluations before and after, as well. This way, faculty 
might want to provide a second in-class time at the end of Week 10 to catch any 
stragglers. 
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Faculty will need to remind students to check their email and log into their class! Once 
students log in, the Campus Labs site is very intuitive for them – like a qualtrics survey. 
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Students see a list of current and completed evaluations. For current evaluations, they have 
the option to start (no questions have been answered yet) or continue (some questions 
have been answered, but not all) an evaluation. For completed evaluations, they have the 
option to edit their answers as long as the evaluation period has not yet closed. Students 
will not be able to change any answers once Friday of week 10 has concluded. 

On the right, they will see a list of upcoming evaluations, with course number, title, and 
instructor, as well as the date and time the evaluation period will begin.

They will also see a list of recently closed evaluations, with course number, title, and 
instructor, as well as the date and time the evaluation period ended.
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The evaluations are available on desktop, laptop, tablets, or cell phones – so students 
should be told in advance to bring one of these things to class for evaluation day. 
Alternatively, instructors could arrange to meet in a lab on campus. 
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In January, our IDEA representative, Chase Cookson, will be running 3 or 4 online webinars 
for how to read the evaluation reports. He will specifically go over how the old reports 
compare to the new ones. 
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Faculty will be emailed results fairly immediately, but after grades have been submitted for 
the term. Thus, faculty will have the ability to receive instant feedback and use that 
feedback to revise courses for the next term! No more waiting weeks for evaluations!

Evaluation reports will come as PDF and will also be available in your campus labs profile. 
Department chairs, deans, etc. will also receive the same reports they used to in this 
fashion. 
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Please contact Kristen for any questions related to IDEA
Please contact Carrie for any questions related to Campus Labs
Thank you!
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